
Topic to discuss

“LEADERSHIP”



There are four prominent approach to define the phenomenon of

leadership.

(1) Definitions based on Individual Characteristics

(2) Definitions based on Group Characteristics

(3) Definitions based on Effective Behavior

(4) Definitions based on Interpersonal Influence



Definitions based on Individual Characteristics 

 This group of definitions mainly emphasis up on the basic ability and skills of

the individual whereby he/she influences or modify the ideas, attitudes and

behavior of others. A number of Social Psychologists shows adherence to this

approach of leadership. Hodge and Johnson (1970), Dwivedi (1979) have

defined leadership focusing on Individuals Characteristics of the person in

emerging as a leader.

According to Dewvedi, “Leadership is fundamentally the ability to form and

mould the attitudes and behavior of other individuals”

Lindgren(1973) defined, “ A leader is a group member who influences other

members to behave in ways he/she prefers more than they influence him /her”.



Definitions based on Group Characteristics 

 This group of definitions mainly emphasis up on the process by which a

person achieve central position in a group. The main focus of this class of

definitions is on the processes within a group which happens to be

instrumental in projecting a particular person as a leader of the group. The

prevailing situations in the group is conducive enough for emergence of a

particular person a leader.

According to Krech, Crutchfield & Ballachey(1982) “ Leader must be

perceived by followers as one of us, most of us and better than most of us”

Sherif(1956), Blackmar(1911) etc. supported this approach in explaining

the phenomenon of leadership emergence .



Definitions based on Effective Behavioral Skills 

 This group of definitions mainly emphasis up on the process by which a 

person influences other persons by his or her behavioral skills to the extent 

that other person or group of persons accept that person  leader of the group.

Reber (1987) “ Leader is anyone who holds a position of dominance , 

authority or influence in a group”

In other words, one who exerts much influence on group processes such as 

problem solving, decision making etc. will emerge as leader.



Definitions based on Interpersonal Influence 

 This group of definitions state that a person (leader) exerts greater

influence upon other persons (followers) by the process of interpersonal

interaction.

Tannenbaum et al; (1959) “ Leadership is a process of influencing other

individuals to mobilize and direct their efforts towards certain goals and to

accomplish these goals through them”



Conclusion 

From the minute analysis of the above definitions it seems that all the

contemporary definitions more or less unanimously accept that the

phenomenon of leadership consists of two aspects –

 A leader who leads

 Follower or a group of followers who accept a person as a leader

Thus, leadership is a two-way affair where both leader and followers

influence each other however, leader exerts greater influences in

comparison to the followers. Stogdill,(1948), Fiedler(1971).


